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Abstract 
It has been noted that when interactants hold conversations, turns are distributed 
to allow for opportunities for contributions. Determining how such interactants 
display public understanding of that awareness of turns offered is what this paper 
has addressed. The results of this study reveal that that awareness is demonstrated 
psycliolinguistically, sociolinguistically and syntactically. 

Introduction 
Conversation or what Cheapen and Monaghan (1990) call the most common type of speech, is the 

medium through which children all over the world are socialized into the linguistic and social conventions of 
their societies (see McShane 1980, Levinson 1983, Taylor 1990, Drew and Heritage 1992, and particularly 
Anderson 1980 for the relevant stages of the emergence of that behaviour among children). The pattern and 
procedure of holding conversations, however, differ from society to society. 

Quite a number of speech communities and social groups favour conversations in which single 
participants are allowed to speak at great length without being interrupted particularly in formal contexts, but 
there are also cultures whose multivocality in the creation of both linguistic form and meaning is the norm 
(Besnier, 1994). The Turks, for one, are used to long monologues without interruption, reports Loveday 
(1982), and they go on this act together with considerably more narratives than the Germans expect. Thus, 
the Turks find it extremely difficult to function effectively in a society with short exchanges. They are not 
accustomed to interjections nor do they take advantage of non-verbal cues for them to take their turn at 
conversation. On the contrary, Hudson (1980: 117) citing Reisman (1974), reports on the conversational 
practices in a village in Antigua in-West indies, thus: 

Antiguan conventions appear, on the surface, almost anarchic. 
Fundamentally there is no regular requirement for two or more voices not to be 
going at the same time. The start of a voice is not in itself a signal for the voice 
speaking either to stop or to institute a process which will decide who is to have 
the floor. 

Some control on the number of people who talk at once in a conversation is however, to be 
expected, moreso on the number of interruptions permissible. Hudson's (1980) personal 
conversational experience with the Antiguans reveals a rather different situation: 

In a brief conversation with me about three minutes, a girl called to someone on the 
street, made a remark to a small boy, sang a little, told a child to go buy bread ... 
etc, all while continuing the thread of her conversation about 
her sister. 

i 

The above explication reveals how other communities conduct their conversational affairs, but 
what about the Hausa communities? 

Some Remarks on Hausa Conversations 
Hausa communities in Northern Nigeria are also noted to hold conversations in the pursuance of 

their daily activities Abdul (2000; 19) submits that: 
Such conversations are held between and across people of different social strata in 
the society, and certainly with varying degrees of inter - and intra-personal 
relationships. It is also to be expected that such conversations are held between 
people of different persuasions in situations as diverse as the reasons for being in the 
locale in which such talks are held. 

Abdul (2002a) has also shown that Hausa conversations obey the three-tier format where openings 
lead to businesses then to closings. This orientation is publicly displayed particularly where misplaced 
markings occur. Abdul (op cit: 35) states that: 

Even if certain Hausa conversations cannot be categorically delineated as 
openings-business-closings in that order, a close    look    at    the 

interaction will reveal some misplaced markings being done particularly where 
compelling mentionables are affected. 

In another article Abdul (2002b) has gone further to determine the constituents of such 



conversations. Abdul (op. cit: 133} confirms the position above that "Hausa people like people of other 
cultures orient themselves towards the observance of the three-tier system in the conduct of their 
conversations" and further asserts that "in each of the tiers or constituents, that is opening, business and 
closing, certain activities are performed which lubricate the conversational machine and make it more 
effective and reassuring". (Abdul, op. cit: 133). 

Our interest in this paper is not just to restate that Hausa people do converse but to further explicate 
how turns are distributed in the course of holding such conversations. Afterall, and as Abdul (1997) notes, 
when people eventually get to talk to each other in a conversation they do not as Scollon and Scollon (1983) 
also submit, speak all at once, as they are noted to take turns. The taking and giving or sharing of turns 
between and sometimes amongst speakers and listeners is considered here as turn-distribution. This activity 
of distribution of turns is itself achieved via the use of techniques (Sacks et al, 1978), or strategies (Abdul, 
2001). The use of the word strategy should be seen in the same light as Clark (1980) who defines it as a 
choice of a device to communicate a particular meaning. 

The issues which this paper, then, wishes to address are: 
a. Determining a typology of Hausa turn-distribution strategies and 
b. Defining these strategies with the aim of showing how interactants display a public 

understanding of their awareness. 

The Data 
The data for this study were gathered from Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara States and in a number of 

settings ranging from home, motor parks and recreational centres. In all, 30 conversations that ensued between 
hosts and guests, passengers and touts as well as recreationers were recorded, transcribed and analysed. 

Hausa Conversation Turn-Distribution Strategy Typology 
We have in this sub-section, proposed speaker turn-distribution strategies as they appeared in the 

opening tier, speaker-listener turn-management strategies as they were noted in the business tier and speaker 
and listener strategies as they were used in the closing tier of the conversations. The strategies used by the 
listener in the opening tier in response to those initiated by the speaker are not included for obvious reasons, (so 
also are those strategies used specifically by the speaker and the listener in the business tier). One of such 
reasons is that the paper is only interested in determining what strategies are used in declaring open the 
conversational encounters and not how recipients of such declarations re-act to them. The other reason is that 
the business tier was also not specifically delineated as speaker turn-giving strategies and listener 
turn-management strategies because such strategies were not speaker or listener specific — they cut across. 

Our typology as proposed below was arrived at as a result of the grouping and regrouping of the many 
strategies noted in the different settings. Such groupings became necessary because while some strategies 
were mere sub-types of others, some merely duplicated others. 

We, however, considered and presented the typology from the speaker turn-distribution and listener 
turn-management strategy perspectives and as they appeared in the opening, business and closing tiers of the 
conversations. Though we treated each setting separately, we however, ensured that the strategies that 
appeared in, say, home openings, were noted but not repeated in the corresponding tiers in recreational 
openings. 
  



Before we arrived at a contribution as being this or that strategy, we looked at the interlocutor 
placement of their turns, at the utterance by utterance type, then labeled it. For example, an exchange 
like: 
a. Abubakar, are you coming? 
b. Yes, Mohammed. 

Contains a use of the recipient's name (a vocative) plus addressing (in question form) and a 
response accompanied by another vocative. We will note here that for A to mention B's name, he 
was making a selection of the recipient of his initiation, etc and for him to add a question was an 
indication of a desire for a response. B did not only respond in the desired or preferred manner, he also 
showed recognition of the initiator, etc. 

a. 
a.l 
a. 
a. 
b. 
b. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
b. 
a. 
d. 
a. 
b. 

d. 
a. 
b. 
b. 
e. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 

f. 
a. 
M g- 

a. 

b. 

h-a. 

Opening Tiers 
Speaker opening - talk strategies 
Using the question strategy, for example HD I 
Are you the one looking for me?A. Kai ke sal lama? 
Yes B.         Eh 
Using a social remark to invite speakership, consider HD 7 

Is this car ours or theirs? A. Wannan mortar, tamu ko ta su? 
Theirs B.   Tasu 
Using the vocative plus addressing, consider HD 15 
Muh'd, what about your car?      B. Muhammadu, yaya mortar ka 
It's in the garage A. Tana cikin gareji 
Using an honorific plus a term of reference, for example HD 4 
Mallam Sama'ila A. Mallam Sama'ila 
Yes? B.   Eh? 
Note, however, that a vocative can be used without a term of reference. 
Using the greeting strategy, for example HD 17 
Assalamu alaikum .A.         Assalamu alaikum 
Wa'alaikumus salam (0.2)         B. Wa'alaikumus salam (0.2) 
Are you out? B.         Kafito? 
Using laughter to invite talk, as in HD 9 
he he he A.         he he he 
he he he B. .      he he he 
Mohammed Ibro A.         Mohammed Ibro 
Muhammad! B.         Ya Muhammad! 

Using a "welcome" strategy, as in HD 8 
You 're both welcome A.         Sannunku da zuwa 
Thanks         . B,C      Yauwa 
Using a social announcement as in RD 4 
The watch shows twenty A.         
Agogo ya nuna cewa goma 
(minutes) to ten 
Erm, why twenty to? B. 
Just leave it as ten 
(o'clock), that is all. 
Where the announcement drew another round of talk after a period of quiet. 
Using accreditation as in RD 6 
Has Labbo extinguished his fire? A. Labbo ya kasha wutarshi ne? 
(0.4) (0.4) 

  

a. 
b. 

Are these people deaf? 
What if they're not deaf? 
Who did you station (here)? 

A. Wai komutanen gabasuji ne? 
B. In suna ji fa, wa ka a aje? 

 

If not for (this) madness, C.   In ba rashin hankali ba, 

saura ishirin 
Ahh, mi anna goma saura? 
ka barta goma kawai. 



how can you meet people kana zuwa ka cimma mutane 
and start asking them hakanan dai ka yi rausu 
questions without greeting? tambaya ba ko gaisuwa? 
Where we observed the peoples' annoyance at the intruder's invasion of their privacy without 
'official' approval. 
Using accusation to invite speakership, as in RD 1 
Mallam Muhammadu, how        A. Mallam Muhammadu, 

yaya kuke zuwa birm ku yi zaman 
ku ba tare da kun zo gida an gane 
ku ba? B. he he he 

Na jima ne rabo na da 
gida? 

A. 
Tau, kai ko wayaganka da ka 
taho 

Accusations (or social remarks) are ways of commencing talk 
with people who may not be in the mood for it. 
j.         Using turn-starters like 'alright' though exclaimed, as in MPD 20 
a.         Alright! Zuru, this way! A. Tau, Zuru, ayo nan! 

Zuru, this way to make up Zuru, ayo nan! Zuru, ayo 
the number required! nan tunfaya! 

b.         Come this way with him. B. Kai, ku yo da shi nan 
k.         Using exclamations, as in MPD 10 
a. What! Zuru, here A. Kai! Zuru, a nan! 
b. What? B. Mi! 

a. Using the locative, or what may be called an existential 'there' as in MPD 21 
There is a bus there A. Ga bus nan, sabbene 
Sabbene. Only saura mutum biyu 
two people more are needed 

  

b. 
b. 

Sabbene, where to, Zuru? 
Yes 

B. Sabbene, ina zuwa? Zuru? 
B. Ehh 

Where 'there' serves as a pointer to something that might interest the listener and thus capable of 
generating his response. 
m.        using a 'charge' strategy to attract attention to self and to invite speakership from those 

charged, for example MPD 27. 
a. Wallahi, nobody is A. Wallahi, ba bu mai yi min 

loading my vehicle. lodi 
b. How can you say (that) B. yaya kacce ba bu ma su yi 

nobody is loading your ma lodi 
vehicle 

Where the charge represents an accusation, a challenge which needs to be defended or taken 
up. 
n.        Using an abuse plus addressing, confer MPD 2 
a.         You bastard, where's my A. Kai dan banza, ina tawa 

commission? b.        Get 
lost, who'll give you 

Commission when you don't 
even have a wife? 

 
o. a. b. 

would you go and stay in 
the city without coming 
home (to see us)? he he he 
Have I been away 
from home for long? 
Alright, who saw you 
when you came? 

mola? 
A. Kai tafi can, wa ka ba ka 
mola ko mata ba ka da? 



q- 
a. a. 

b. b. b.l 

b. 
iii. 
b. 

a. 
iv. 
b. 

a. b. 

a. b. v. b. a', b. a. 

b. 



Where the abuser forced the abused to respond. 
Using the 'nickname' strategy, as in MPD 3. 
Father of bastards! A.   Uban shaggu, kai 
What is it? B.   Yaya? 

Where such names perform the same functions as vocatives in decent relationships. Using the 'jeer' 
strategy, as in MPD 4: 
Who said he's sick? 

(0.3) 
Who does he take to be stupid? 
After he spent the whole night 
making love to his woman, then 
he'll tell us that he's sick! 
Who told you? Business Tier 
Speaker/listener turn-distribution strategies 
The speaker/listener turn-distribution strategies can be neatly divided into three: turn-taking, turn-giving and 
turn-retention. Speaker/listener turn-taking strategies Using laughter to 
secure turn at talk. Consider HD 2: 
he he he 
he he he 
And he told me that I was to 
blame if you didn't get it he he 
he 
Using the 'hold on' strategy, as in HD 2 
From Zaria ................  B. 
Wait a minute, you undergo       A. 
your studies and still attend 
conferences 
Yes B. 
by responding to listener appeals, as in HD 4 
The fact is whenever I passed 
through Gusau, it has always 
appeared to be (0.2) this thing 

/it's worse 
Using question, as in HD 10 Yes, 
that's true, you really have    t 

Wall ah i 
Yes 
(0.4) ~ 
Are you on break? • 
We're on break 
Copying verbatim or part of what the listener said, for example HD 10 
Yes, they work B. Eh, susunayi 
They work A. Su suna yi 
While we don't B. Mu ba mu yi 
While you don't A. Kubakuyi 

Speaker/listener turn-giving strategies 
by involving listener/speaker in the presentation, for example HD I 
  

A. Bai da lafiyar wa? 
(0.3) 

A. Da bura uba, bayan ya 
kwana sussukar diyar mutane 
sannan ya ce bai da lafiya? 

B,  Wa ya gay a ma? 

B. he he he 
A. he he he 

Kuma sai ya ce in ba ka samu 
ba, ni adda laifi 

B. he he he 

Daga Zaria ..................  
Tsaya tukuna, wai kana 
karatun kuma kan zuwa 

conferences? 
Eh 

B. Ka ko san duk na wuce Gusau 
sai in ga abin ya fi zama (0.2) 
ah abinnan 

A. /It's worse 

B. Eh, lallai ka sha 

A. Wallahi 
B. Eh 

(0.4) 
A. An fito break ne ko ko? 
B. Mun fito break 
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no matter how he 
takes it, he won't 
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Using the handover strategy, as in HD 
1 

Okay A. Tau 
Yes (0.2) that's all B. Awo (0.2) shike nan 
Yes (0.2) what (0.1) A. Eh (0.2) wane 
(0.1) wane 
What name do you bear? Suna ka ke 
bearing? 

where 'that's all' indicates an invitation to the listener to take over. 
Using the 'tag1 strategy which may come in the forms of a tag question, a you 
know/you see' (tag), or a name (tag) that comes at the end of a speaking turn. 
Consider HD II; 

A. Cikin uku 
B. Saura guda 

A
. an yi biyu, ai ko ka san an buga
Aiki, ko? 

B. An buga aiki 
ba karami ba. 

Using silence to give away turns, for example HD 15 
A. Ai shine 
B. Ahh, lallai, mn 

(0.5) 
B

. Amman waccan dai 
an sai suwa, ko? 

Using appeal, for example 
HD 10 Well, the whole 
thing has not become this 
thing May be, it hasn't 
become (hh) serious 
Or else, it would have 
affected everybody not 
just, 
not just this thing 
Yes, teachers A 
Just teachers B 

sai malamai ba. 
Appeals or thingumajigs are conversational items that require interlocutors to 

enter into partnership with one another, vi.         Using hesitation phenomenon as a loose 
way of surrendering one's turn to the other, consider 

HD7. 
a. Yea (0.2) somebody was telling A. Yea (0.2) somebody 
was 

telling me wai akwai mai 
gidan nan na farko (0.2) a 
nan (0.2) one of these 
(0.2) ah nan (hh) 

b. B. Kasan dukyadda zuciyarshi 
take, bai jin dadi 

a. 
ii. 
a. 
b. 
a. 

in. 

a. 
b. 
a. 

b. 
iv. 
a. 
b. 

b. 

v. 
b. 

a. 

b. 

Out of three and only one 
remaining with two gone, 
much has been achieved, 
isn't it? A lot has really 
been done 

That's how it is Yes, 
alright, yes 

(0-4) 
But the first one has been 
sold, isn't it? 

B. Kai, abun duk kila bai zama 
abin ga ba sosai A. Kila 

bai zama (hh) serious ba 
don da dole kowa ya shafa 
ba wai kawai sai 

abunga ba 
Eh, malamai 

B 

me that there's a filling 
station, the first one (0.2) ahh 
here(hh) 

Farfaru Yes B. 
A. 



Farfaru? 
Ehh. 

Ending a turn with 'etc' particularly where a list of items preceded it, for example HD 11. 
Except, of course, writing A. 
papers occasionally for 
journals 
Yes  B.
And, if you can, write  B.
a book, etc 

Write, yes, that's true B. 
Using 'okay' in a speaker's/listener's subsequent turns, as in HD 

 
a. 

b. a. b. ix. b. a. b. a. 

c. 

i. 
a. 
b, 

a. 
b. ii. 

a. 

b. a. iii. a. b. a. 

b. 
iv. 

b. a. 
vii. 
a. 

Sai dai abin da ba'a rasa ba. 
Ka dan yi rubutu ka aika na 
journal can a buga ma 
Mnn 
Kuma in kana da dama ka 
rubuta wani dan littafi nan da 
sauransu 
Ka rubuta, eh, kwarai 

b. 
a. 

b. 
viii. 
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ay ko? A. Oh, Friday za ayi closing, 
You'll close? 
Yes, Friday B. Friday ba 
Okay A.   Ahahh 
Yes, it's only tomorrow B. Eh, gobe dai ne ai 
by giving way to the occurrence of simultaneous utterances, consider HD 13. 

I thought B. Ina zaton 
Erm A.         Ai 
Oh, so, she is in Sokoto? B. Ahap, tana Sokoto ne? 
Yes, she's in Sokoto A. Eh, tana Sokoto ai. 

Speaker/listener turn-retention strategies 
Using the 'split-half strategy allows the speaker to split information into several components 

in order to retain the floor, consider HD 16. 
A. In ka gyara yanzun nan 

B
. Kwarai, sai ka ga abu ya, 
ya ci gaba. 

A. Eh, gaba sai ta yi-kyau 
B. Sai ta yi dadi. 

Using the 'listing' strategy where speaker/listener lists items or activities one turn following 
another, confer HD 10. 

A. Na 
kwana hudu 
Saturday, Sunday, Monday 

B. Eh 
A.   da Tuesday 

by deliberately being inaudible, for example HD 2 
A. SwVzo sunyi muna(...) 
B. Ehen'n? 

A.   sun 
yi muna testing da komi (0.2). 
Tau, na ma zabi the best of the 
abunnan frame Din da suke da. 

B.   Okay 
By introducing some information in current turn which is not 

shared by the listener and which will, therefore, require another turn to explain, consider HD 
3, 

  

a. b. a. 

v. a. 

b. 
a. 
vi. 
b. 
a. 

b. 

If you do good now 
Yes, things will, will progress 

Yes, the future will be bright 
It'II be 

I've been here 4 days: 
Saturday, Sunday, Monday 
Yes 
And Tuesday 

They came and they (...) 
Yes? 
They tested us and all 
that (0.2). In fact, I 
even chose the best of the 
this thing frames available. 
Okay 



  

You know they messed us up.    A. 
You don't mean it! B. 
Just because that number is        A. popular in Zuru, everybody seems to be 
interested in MHT number, they decided to transfer it. By asking rhetorical 
questions whose answers the listener does not know. Consider HD 4, 
As for machine, from this A. 
point to that point attracts 
Ml 00 by last week Monday, 
is it not six days now? 
Yes B. 
Yes A. 
Using an 'either-or' strategy. Consider HD 11. 

Yes B.   Eh 
I'll then travel for either A.   Sai inje in yo azumin ko 
one week bakwai guda 
Yes? B.   Eh 
 
 
a. b. vii, 
a. 

b. A. 

b. 
viii. a. 

b. 

a. ix. a. 

b. 

or ten days A.   ko kwana goma 
Alright B.   Eh 
Using the repair strategy, consider HD 11 

The only thing I do in A. 
Sokoto is to come, 
Collect information that I 
require 
Yes, then go back with it. B. 
Collect data, then go A. 
back and analyse same. 
Yes, that's right. B. 

Mn, kwarai da gasket. 
Used conjunctions to signal that something more is underway, as in RD 1. 

And, and his brother's A.   da, da diyar wansa Anama 
daughter Anama 
Okay, that's true' B.   Okay, gaskiya ne duk yau 
Both will be done today? za ayi abun? 
Yes B.   Ehh. 
Used the strategy of ending a turn with a grammatical marker, as in RD 19. 

They only used posters A.   Sai su yi amfani da posters 
and leaflets (0.2). It's da leaflets (0.2). Yanzu da 
only now that they want suke son su yi calling nashi 
to call it off that (0.5) off, sai (0.5) 
That's true B.   Gaskiya ne 

  

a. That, that their 
voice are heard 

A.   Sai, sai aji muryoyin 
su 

  

Such other markers that signal that 'unfinishness' of a turn are ending a turn with an indefinite 
article, an indefinite pronoun or an adverb of frequency. They are, therefore, turn retention strategies. 

Using conversational partnership by completing listener turn, as in RD 3. 
He just started ... C. Saiyatada...  
He just started the car and went. B. Sai ya tada motar, ya 
away wuce 
Using the story technique, as in RD 3: 
There's somebody driving his    D. Akwai wani yana tukin 
old Lada. It's so old but he tsohuwar Ladarsa. Ta 
drive it like that without good tsufa kwarai amma yana 
breaks. tuka ta haka nan ba bu 
A, B, C: Tel

Ai ka san tsiya suka yi muna 
A'akabari! 
Wai don ana son lambar a 
Zuru, kowa na son lambar 
MHT, sai suka ce a dauke ta 

Babur daga nan zuwa can sai 
ace maka^lOO week 
Monday kenan. Yau ba 
Kwana shiddaba? Eheh? Yes 

Sai dai abin da ni ke yi a 
Sokoto shi ne in dawo in yi 
collecting information da ni 
ke so 
Eh, ka koma da shi 
In samu data da ni ke so in 
Koma in sarrafa ta. 

x. 
c. 
b. 

xi, 
d. 



! us more A, B, C Ga wata sabuwa! 
where the strategy not only secured its narrator the floor hut also allowed him to retain it. 
Using proverbs to commence talk, as in RD 3: 

C. Kudi bala'i ne 

A. M nn 
C. J. M. ya tsaya gefe yana kallon 

shi yana gina ma kanshi rame 

 

a.        Then, he asked for its 
A. Mn, sai ya ce a gaya mishi 

prize kudin ta 
Where the proverb allowed the user subsequent turns to explain the reason behind its voicing. 
Using an unsolicited turn during that of the current speaker's turn with the intent of taking the 
floor later, consider RD 4: 
Before E. Da 

e. 
d. 
e. 

d. 
e. 

d. 

XIV. 
b. 
a. 

b. 
a. 

a. 

  

D. Nace,  
E

. Bari wani jauce 
Jauce, abin da ka ce 
kena, abin da 

D. Nace, na ce 
E. Ka ce, Adam mai wuta 

D. Na ce sakatare ya dubi wutar 
Adam 

by repeating his phrases, the utterer is signaling his desire to take the floor. 
Using mannerism, for example RD 18: 
Ahh, well, I'm leaving 
he he he 
Why? Where 're you going 
No 
he he he 
Alright, what do you 
actually mean? 
where we observe that whenever this speaker wanted to take over the floor, laughter heralded 
it.   Other forms of mannerisms noted were the use of affirmatives or starters to commence 
every turn. 

Speaker/Listener Turn-Management Strategies 
In addition to those strategies noted in the corresponding section in home data, the listener: 
Used that of involving speaker in narration, for example RD 2. 

  

a. You know that 1 have a a 
naming ceremony to do 

A. Ka san fa ina da zanen sunan 
dazan yi. 

  

d. Well, you better buy it D. Tau, gwamma ka saye shi 
from today (0.2) tomorrow tun yau (2.0) gobe. 
Where the 'you know that' expect the party addressed to declare that knowledge after the 
current turn. 

b. Used the Avoidance Strategy, as in RD 5 
c. Gafatta Mallam, this's a C. Gaffata Mallam, wannan dan 

member of NADECO kungiyar NADECO ne 
a. No, I'm not a party A. A'a, wannan ai inaganar ku ce 

We also noted the use of 'look, let this be later', as attempts by listeners to avoid being 
engaged in the proposed talk. 

XI
I. 
c. Money (it's said) is a 

Great evil 
M nn 
J. M. stood aside and 
watched him dig his own 
grave 

a
. 

XIU. 

I Said 
Stop dodging the issue, 
This is what you said, 
What 
I said, 1 said 
You said Adam, the fire 
master 
I said the Secretary 
should look at Adam's fire 

B.         Ahh, tau, natafi 
A. he he he 
Domin? Inaza ka? 
B. A'a 
A.         he he he 

Tau, mi ka ke nufi wai? 



c.         Used turn-starters like 'well', 'alright', 'the fact is etc., when taking the floor, as in RD 6: 
Hassan: you really wanted         Hassan: Son dai kayyi ka shafa 
to point another wa labarin shuni 

picture 
Sani:        Well (0.2) Mai Hassan Sani:         Tau (0.2) Mallam 
Hassan 

(0.1) Mallam Hassan (O.I) Mallam Hassan 
is the one shine wanda 

Hassan: he he he Hassan: he he he 
Sani:         who started Sani:      shi ya fara 

a.         Invoking God's name at the start or end of a turn, confer MPD 14 
a,         God willing, it '11 leave A. In Allah ya so, tana tashi 

early because all these da sauri don ka ga wa 
(people you see here) are 'yanga 

 

 

 

b. c. 
C.I 

c.1.1 a. 

b. a. b. a. b. a. b. c. b. c. b. 

d. 
a. 

b. 

e. a. 

b. 

c.1.2 
a. a. b. b. a. b. 

c. a. b. 

c.2 
c.2.1 
a. 
a. 
b. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
c. 



  

dukciki su ke B. Tau, ga 
mu gain 

Closing Tiers 
Speaker turn-closing strategies 
We shall look at speaker pre-closing strategies and the final closing ones.  
Speaker pre-closing strategies 
By using pre-closing items like 'alright', 'well', particularly when repeated by listener or  
when reference is made to previously used materials, for example HD 10. 
Alright, safe journey B.         Tau, Allah ya kiyaye hanya 
Till then A,         Sai hakanan 
Alright, thanks B.         Madallah 
Alright, thanks A.         Madallah 
By thanking the listener for the company, for example HD 17 
Alright thanks A.         Tau, na gode 
Thanks B.         Na gode 
By making reference to a previously used material, as in HD 16. 
Let me go in and prepare B.         Bar! in shiga in shirya 
Alright C.         Tau 
Alright B.         Tau 

By constructing/formulating summaries,, for example HD 15. 
Well, this is the situation A. 
concerning that vehicle motor 
Wallahi, it's painful (0.2) B. 
May God reward you in His way 
By expressing future undertakings, as in HD 1 
Yes, God willing, I ' l l  talk A. 
to him (0.3). I know he won't ahh, he's 
not the type that holds people in his 
mind. Okay, truly, that's how he 
is yake 
Speaker final closing strategies 
Using farewells, as in HD 18 
We'll see later A. 
Greet your family B. 
Expressing well-wishers, for example HD 1 
Greet your family A.         A gaida iyali 
Alright I ' l l do that B.         Tau, zan gaya musu 

By using finality tokens like "that's all' as in HD 17. 
Alright, that's all B.         Tau, shike nan 
Well done B. Sannu 

Listener closing strategies 
Listener pre-closing strategies 
By repeating pre-closing items initiated by speaker, for example HD 
Well, it's okay, thanks A.         Tau, madallah 
Okay thanks B.         Madallah 
By expressing gratitude for attention received, as in HD 6 
Alright, wish you the best A.        Tau, fata ta alheri 
Okay, I'm grateful B.         Madallah 
By rejecting a closing bid to insert mentionable, for example HD 1 

 

 

 

b. a. 
b, 

inside it Alright, we'll see. 

Tau, ka ji situation din 
da ake ciki a kan motor 
Wallahi badadi (0.2) 
Allah dai ya sauwaka 
kuma ya maida hairi Ehh, in Allah ya so, zan yi 
yi mishi magana (0,3) na 
san ahh, 

B.         Okay, gaskiya haka nan 

Sai an jima 
A gaida gida 



a. 

c.2.2 
a, 
a, 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 

b. 

a. 
a. 

b. 
d. 

b. 
d. 

c. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
d. 
c. 
e. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
f. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 

c.2 

a. 
c. 
b. 

  

Alright, it's okay B. 
Yes A. 
You're not going back now, B. 
are you? (0.2) you will be 
staying for at least a week? 
Yes A. 

Listener final closing strategies 
By using well wishes, as in HD 4 
Alright, bye 
I'll be coming to see the car       B. 
Alright A. 
Conjoining in prayer, for example HD 3 
Alright, may God have mercy    A.         Tau, Allah ya sauwake mana 
on us 
Amen B.         Amin 

Apart from these strategies noted  in home setting in the corresponding tier, these other 
strategies were additionally used. 

The base-shifting strategy to terminate talk, as in RD 16. 
Erm, I don't know, let me A.         Erm, ban sani ba. Bari in dan 
go round, is'nt it? zagaya, koko? 
where to 'go round' means to leave venue of conversation and that (probably) means talk 
secession.   Other features notice are my bed is calling, 'lets go' and 'this cold is becoming 
more intense'. 
Involving God's name (plus standing) at the end of a speaking turn, for example RD 21. 

D
.        Agogo dai 
agogo ne feismillah 
Allah 

B.        .Eh, tahiya zaka yi? 
D.         Eh, mi ke hanawa? Where uttering God's name at a 

turn's end means choosing silence over talk and when that is accompanied by standing, it 
signals talk closure. Announcement of closure as in RD 13. 

An kawo karshen maganar? 
Ina ganin an kawo karshe. 

Tau, na tashi 
Tau 

Allah ya sauwaka 
Amin 
Amin 

Initiating a greeting exchange as a 
mentionable event, for example RD 18 
how has the evening been?         A.         yaya marecen? 
Yes, ifs alright B.         Eh lafiya lau 
It's fine A.         Lafiya lau 
Thanks B.        Na gode 

Listener strategies 
The listener used these strategies. 
Using 'alright', 'okay' particularly when repeated at the end of an encounter, as in RD 13. 
Okay, Sabbane C.         Tau, Sabbene 
Alright, Sahabi B.         Tau, Sahabi 

  

b. Using 'thanks', as in RD 9 

Tau, madallah 
Eh 
Ba da! yanzu za ka koma ba, 
ko? (0.2) za ka dan kara 
bakwai Daya? 
Ehh 

A.         Tau, sai 
haka Zan zo in ga 
motar Tau 

A wrist watch, is a (0.2) 
wrist watch (0.2). Bismillahi 
Allah 
Yes, are you going? 
Yes, why not? 

Has the discussion ended?         
B. 
I think it's ended. C. 
Using leave-taking, as in RD 21 
Well, I'm gone D. 
Alright D. 
Using prayer, for example RD 7 
May he recover quickly A. 
Amen , B. 
Amen A. 



Don Allah, takwas mu ke 
dauka 
Takwas? Da ta cika 
kenana 

(0-4) 
Yes Kebbi ne! 
Kebbi ne! 

where this announcement serves as suspension or sometimes a closure to the exchange unless a need 
arises for its re-opening. 

Using the command strategy, for example MPD 39 _ 
Alright, everybody should A.         Tau, kowa ya shiga 
mota 
Go into the car 
Alright, safe journey D.         Tau, Allah ya kiyaye 

Where the command represents a 'stop talking' activity (i.e a talk closing activity), 
f. Using silence to signify talk closure, for instance MPD 28 
b. He'll always tell you

 B
. 
that he, he can't do that 

c. No way, he can't do that 
b.         He really can't do that B. 

(0.5) 
b. One has to take it easy
 B. 

to 
C's silence and refusal to come again paved the way to this talk's closure despite B's repeated bic 

re-open it. 
g. Using laughter to end talk, confewr MPD 42 
a.         he   he   he A.        he  he  he 

Pass: he   he   he Pass:   he   he   he 
a. Kaduna! Zaria! A.        Kaduna! Zaria! 
h.          Using the dismissal strategy, confer MPD 3 
b. Just go! I wish you B.         A dai tafi iafiya 

a safe journey 
a. Okay, I'm going home A.         Tau, nayigida 
i.           Using the base-shifting strategy, for instance MPD 20 
d.         Alright, what do I do to you?     D.         Tau, yaya zan yi ma? 
b. Give me my money B.         Ka ba ni kudi na 
mana 
d.          I've left the place for you D.         Nabakawurin 
j.           Using the dismissal strategy, as in MPD 12 
a. No, what about that thing? A.         A'a, shin wancan abun 

fa? 
Let me pay Nl 5 for it Kawo in ba ka naira goma 

sha biyar 

b. 
a. 
c. 
b. 

a. 
d. 
c. 

Alright, thanks B. 
Thanks A. 
Using summary, as in RD 14 
Lack of knowledge, lack of B. 
knowledge is darker than night 
Yes, it's true A. 

Tau, na gode 
Na gode 

Rash in sani, rashin sani 
yafi dare duhu Eh, 
gaskiya ne 

Using (Passenger) announcement, as in MP 27 

For God's sake, we take 
only eight 
Eight? It would have 
been full (by now) 
(0.4) 
Yes, isthatKebbi! 
IsthatKebbi! 

C. 

a. A. 

c. C. 

Kullum zai, gaya ma bai 
iyawa 
C.         A'a, inah, bai 
iyawa Bai iyawa 

(0.5) A yi 
ta hnakuri 



b. You're mad! B. Hauka! 
where to call somebody 'mad' is to say he is not worth conversing with as he lacks proper co-
ordination. 

V.         Towards Defining the Turn-Distribution Strategies 

Researchers, as far as we know, have not taken seriously the need to define the processes which the 
turn-distribution activity has accomplished. This, we feel, is an unfortunate inactivity because the 
knowledge of how it is that interlocutors orient themselves to the workings of the system is important 
not only to them, as the main actors, but also to anybody interested in undertaking research in this 
field. 

So, in line with the inductive orientation of Conversation Analysis (see Crystal 1985), we 
shall attempt to provide some criteria for defining Conversation Analysis turn-distribution processes. 
This we will do, by taking into account our various turn-distribution strategies displayed in the 
typology. 

From the typology, we note that there are various ways interlocutors show their orientation to 
what they are involved in. If we are to consider a twin area of research, i.e. communication strategies, 
which second language researchers like Tarone (1980:419) see as 'interactional' and by which she 
means a mutual attempt of two interlocutors to agree on a meaning in situations where requisite 
meaning structures do not seem to be shared, or Faerch and Kasper (1984:46) who adopt a 
psycholinguistic approach when they see them as located 'within underlying cognitive structures and 
regarded as a sub-class of verbal plans'. Abdul (1989:74) however, proposed a 'psycho-interactional1 

approach to this issue when he defined communication strategies as 'all attempts to manipulate a 
limited linguistic system in order to accomplish a communicative goal' for the simple reason that 
conversational behaviour should not carry an either-or tag. Despite Abdul's (op cit) attempt to 
harmonise the definitions, we still note the common thread that runs through them, and that is the 
question of condition of difficulty (Bialystok and Smith 1985) which manifests itself in the second 
language learners' attempt to converse in the second language. 

The respondents in our data conversed in their local/first language. So, the problem of 
difficulty is not as pronounced as what obtained in second language communication. For this reason, 
Bialystok's (1983) definition of communication strategies as all attempts to manipulate a limited 
linguistic system in order to promote communication is used here as a basis for our proposed 
definition of conversation turn-distribution strategies, though we deffered substantially. We, then, 
define conversation turn-distribution strategies as all attempts by interlocutors to strategically 
recognize and apportion speaking rights to one another in order to promote the necessary spirit of give 
and take that characterizes human intercourse/discourse. 

The questions of recognition and apportionment are vital to this definition, for they address 
the psychoiinguistic, sociolinguistic and lexical/syntactic aspects of interlocutor orientation. We want 
to argue that the psychoiinguistic aspect involves mental processes (See Taylor 1990) or plans that 
participants engage in, in identifying when a speaking right has been passed on or not. Consider: 
a. And when he came to me, I told him I was not toady for him then. 
b. Didn't you tell him that before he came. 
a. Wait I ve not finished.   Besides, he was aware that I was just discharged from the hospital 

where I have been receiving medical attention for two weeks. 
b. Oh, sorry, I didn't know that. 

Admittedly, and as has been mentioned elsewhere (See Abdul, 2003) the determination of 
when the current holder of the floor has reached a transition-relevance place (T R P) for the smooth 
take-over of speakership is problematic (See Sacks et al, 1978). The clues and cues for this exercise 
are not always there for the interlocutor to decipher. It is, therefore, left to the party's mental faculty to 
determine the appropriate time or place to take over the floor. It is because of the blurring nature of this 
T-R P and other factors that conversational collision mostly occurs and it is for this reason that a 
speaker-status transfer (S-S T) mechanism is proposed in its place (See Abdul, 2003). 

The sociolinguistic aspect of this strategy question is that which shows another party reacting 
to statements which are not explicitly stated though implicitly implicative or which do not necessarily 
or categorically suggest any action on his part. Consider: 
a. Any bastard who thinks he can come here and insult us should think twice. 
b. Who are you calling bastard? 
c. He did not call you bastard. 
a. Well, if the cap fits you, wear it. 



b. Did you hear him? His insult was meant for me. 
c. Please don't mind him, let’s go. 
 

When, for example, a party utters ' it 's now ten o'clock' or Til now fold up my trouser legs' as 
we saw in our data) in a gathering particularly when in the company of those who are known for their 
ten o'clock adherence to leave for home or those regarded as the strict observers of the tradition of the 
prophet of Islam, the implicit recipient of the contents of that message will notice the social implication 
of it as it relates to him and thus reacts to it by responding. Also note that when someone does 
something, especially something that portrays him in bad light, and a mention of it is made even if no 
name is indicted, he will fee! addressed and thus induced to respond. 

The lexical/syntactic aspect of interlocutor orientation to strategy use is where interlocutors 
directly ask questions, call out the other party's name and follow them with addressing. Here, the 
construction of the contents of a turn will indicate who is being addressed, what is expected of him for 
the address and in consequence his reaction to the address will equally be governed, by the utterance 
type that preceded it. An insult for example, even if methodically done, is recognized and the 
response elicited as a result may or not be predictable depending upon the relationship between the 
interactants. Schiffrin (1988) observes that syntax is quite important in the understanding of the unit 
types employed in the construction of turns in conversations. With this lexical/syntactic consideration 
also comes phonological or intonational considerations which are closely and intricately related. 

Conclusion 
This paper has addressed the issue of determining how interactants show their orientation 

towards the use of conversation turn-distribution strategies. It is that public display of their awareness 
that informed the definition of the use of these strategies as ail attempts by interlocutors to 
strategically recognise and apportion speaking rights to one another in order to promote the necessary 
give-and-take that characteristics human discourse. 
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